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INTRODUCTION

ZTE recently patched seven vulnerabilities Cisco Talos’ vulnerability research team discovered the ZTE MF971R wireless hotspot and router. Two of those vulnerabilities, CVE-2021-21748 and CVE-2021-21745, could be exploited to access the device’s root shell and execute arbitrary code. In this paper, we’ll walk through our process for discovering these vulnerabilities and how an attacker could exploit them in a worst-case scenario.

The ZTE MF971R is a portable router with Wi-Fi support and that also works as an LTE/GSM modem. Users can manage the router’s settings via a web panel that requires authentication. An attacker could exploit the aforementioned vulnerabilities to build a stable exploit and gain remote root access on the ZTE MF971R device just after a user — authenticated or not — visits a malicious site.

RECON

First, we should look at what the device and its settings panel looks like (Figures 1 and 2).

This is not the first time security researchers have found a way to access wireless hotspots: This DEFCON talk showed a way an attacker could exploit a ZTE MF910, an older model of the MF971R, to gain root access.

ANDROID DEBUG BRIDGE (ADB)

If I could turn on ADB on this device, I could access the Unix shell and potentially transfer files from and to the device, among other actions.

As “G Richter” found in his research into the MF910, there are a few ways to achieve this, but none of them worked for me (Figure 3).

As it later turned out, all of the “_set_” commands should be called with an additional unique AD parameter sequence number. But even with that parameter, I could not activate ADB.

HARDWARE DETAILS

After a dozen failed attempts to turn on ADB, I decided to look for more conventional ways to access the firmware. I started by looking at the internal hardware of the device (Figure 4).
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I noticed the following individual components:
- Qualcomm® MDM9230
- ASR 1826/Marvell Unveils ARMADA Mobile PXA1826 5-Mode 4G LTE Release 10 Modem
- Winbond W71NW20GF3FW
- ASR RF865

UART

After getting more familiar with the board, Claudio Bozzato (who helped me with the hardware part of this project) noticed some interesting pads (Figure 5).

Further examination found that those pads are part of the UART interface (Figure 6).

Knowing that, I could use BusPirate to reach a shell console on the device (Figure 7).
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Using Putty as a terminal, we can pull up the screen shown in Figure 8.

There’s no authorization needed, so I had direct access to the root shell and can start my research.

THE GOAL
The goal was simple: Discover as many bugs as possible. Beside that, I wanted to try to see whether we could find a chain of bugs that would allow a hypothetical attacker to gain the ability to execute remote code on the device without having any existing pre-conditions, such as knowing the credentials of the web panel or a targeted user already being logged in.

BUG HUNTING
The goal was simple: Discover as many bugs as possible. Beside that, I wanted to try to see whether we could find a chain of bugs that would allow a hypothetical attacker to gain the ability to execute remote code on the device without having any existing pre-conditions, such as knowing the credentials of the web panel or a targeted user already being logged in.

FIRMWARE DUMP
Having a root shell over UART and internet connectivity on the device, we could transfer files in a few different ways, but I wanted to activate the ADB server and copy the necessary files using that communication channel.

Using Putty as a terminal, we can pull up the screen shown in Figure 8.
After playing a bit with the device (Figure 9) and using my knowledge from previous research, I decided to go after the HTTPD daemon and its related functionalities (Figure 10), which seem to have the biggest attack surface.

To do this, I copied `zte_topsw_goahead` binary where HTTPD is implemented, along with all important shared libraries, and started the process of reverse-engineering.

Knowing that fact, we searched for one of the constant strings used in this function, e.g., “GATEWAY_INTERFACE” in zte_topsw_goahead binary (Figure 12).

Figure 12 shows that the current version is 2.5.0, which allows us to browse the code in a proper GitHub branch and change the zte_topsw_goahead binary function names, definitions and add important structures like “webs_t,” which will make our bug hunting process easier.

Endpoints registration
We used the web panel and observed generated HTTP traffic coming through the device. Eventually, we noticed that, as in the MF910 version, there are two major
communication endpoints (Figure 13).

We specifically focused on:

/goform/goform_get_cmd_process
- Used via GET
- Parameter name used to pass values from a user:
  - cmd
  - multi_data
- Purpose: Reads current state of config/device

/goform/goform_set_cmd_process
- Used via POST/GET
- Parameter name used to pass values from the user:
  - goformId
  - depends on formId additional params
- Purpose: Changing the state of the device

Now, we’ll look inside the main function where registration of these endpoints should take place. We’ll also determine if there are hidden endpoints, as we saw in the MF910.

Figure 14 shows there are fewer hidden endpoints than in MF910, but we can still find registration of handlers for mentioned major endpoints (Figure 15).

**What about ADB activation over HTTP?**

Before we move further, let’s try to figure out what exactly changed in this version so the “old tricks” to activate ADB didn’t work.

Looking for the “MODE_SWITCH” handler, we can see the code shown in Figure 16.

This is completely missing “system” call related to ADB activation. Instead, we see information about a necessary key.

---

**Figure 13.** POST request sent to goform_set_cmd_process endpoint.
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Next, we'll look for the "SET_DEVICE_MODE" handler (Figure 17).

The software explicitly checks if you pass value "1" for parameter "debug_enable" and tell syslog that this option is not supported.

Value "2" does not activate ADB. Users cannot activate ADB via "ADB_MODE_SWITCH," either.

**Mitigations**

In G Richter's researcher, he used a chain of bugs to gain the ability to execute remote code:

- Found pre-auth XSS to be able to bypass referer check.
- Leaked the admin password.
- Used the leaked admin password to login and gain access to APIs.
- Used cmd injection in one of post-auth API.

Before we start checking whether that scenario is possible in the MF971R, we'll try to understand what kind of APIs we have access to based on the requirements we need to pass (Figure 18).

By analyzing the "goform_get_cmd_process" handler, we noticed that it will perform another action if:

- User is logged in – logged_in_and_ipCheck function setting loggedin_flag
  - line 6
- Passed by the cmd parameter which exists on predefined list g_commands
  - lines 15–26
- Referer is "correct" or cmd exists on some allowed/common list, such as function referer_check_or_common_cmd
  - line 29

We can easily conclude that the widest access to APIs appear when we are logged in and calling an API from the same origin. Missing some of those constraints will limit our access.
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But what does it mean being logged in? How exactly is the referrer checked?

Am I logged in?

Next, we'll check how the function responsible for checking if the user is logged in in "loggedIn_and_ipCheck" (Figure 19).

As we can see in line 13, the "loginfo" value is read from the config and if it equals "ok", it means that there is an active session of authenticated user. Next, in lines 20-21, we see a check related to our IP address and one that's saved during authentication.

The condition is, of course, true if they are equal. It's another layer of protection for requests sent from a different IP in an internal network. Moving forward, there is a check of session cookie at line 25. That function is a bit buggy but we won't focus on it because it's still ok when combined with previous IP checks.

An interesting scenario takes place in lines 29-36 if the user sends a request to the web server from IP address that is 127.0.0.1 or 192.168.0.1 (192.168.0.1 is a default IP address of this router – you might observe different ones from the screenshots we use in this paper, but I changed it intentionally for research purposes). Then, the user is automatically considered an authenticated user and does not need to pass any additional constraints.

The implication here is simple: We can build our exploit chain like G Richter did in the case of the MF910 by finding a pre-auth XSS, abuse it to leak the admin password and then authenticate to increase the attack vector to post-auth available APIs. Before we start doing anything in that direction, we'll look for the next mitigation.

CSRF protection/Referer check

This mitigation is implemented in a function I called “referer_check_or_common_cmd” (Figure 20).

There are more checks than only the one related to the referrer. The while loop in lines 9 - 16 runs checks to see if the passed value in 'cmd' parameter is one of the basic values visible on the list. If so, the referrer does not need to
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be correct and we can successfully end this function (Figure 21).

Figure 22 shows two major checks related to the referrer. At line 16, instead of strictly checking for a referrer value like memcp or strcmp, developers have used the strstr function. The creators likely assumed it’s enough just to check if the referrer contains string “127.0.0.1”, which in their opinion, means that the request is coming from localhost.

The referrer string might contain the entire URL of a web page the request is coming from, which means it could hold the string “127.0.0.1” at any part and the check will be passed. There are even Referrer-Policy settings, which we can modify using meta tags.

We can check that behavior by choosing one of the config values to read without authentication, but with the correct referrer string set (Figure 23).

As we assumed, an attacker can create a file with a name containing the string “127.0.0.1” hosted at any domain and can bypass this referrer check in a context of CSRF protection.

This vulnerability is CVE-2021-21745 – our full chain exploit.

Figure 23. Sending request for SSID1 value with and without referrer set.

WebToken

We need to add an additional requirement more when we decide to communicate with the “/goform/goform_set_cmd_process” endpoint (Figure 24).

There is a function called “AD_hash_check_and_allowedlist”, and Figure 25 shows its functionality.

The passed parameter called “AD” at line 7 is checked with some calculated value based on the ‘RD’ value read from the config at line 20 and lines 17 - 41. Generally speaking, it’s additional CSRF protection added to MF971R when compared to the MF910 where to most of “goformId” APIs web application adds or needs to add the unique URL “AD” value calculated based on the previously obtained “RD” value.

There are two example requests in Figures 26 and 27.

Depending on how strong the randomness of the RD value is, we could try to brute-force it, but we won’t focus on that here. Using pre-auth XSS, we can obtain RD value sending the request in Figure 27 and calculate the AD value.

This function will return true also when the “goformId” value is one of the entries in the “g_set_commands_v1” array (Figure 28).

If we choose one of these IDs, we don’t need to care about the “AD” parameter in our request. After examining all related handlers for the above form IDs, something interesting stood out.
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Figure 24. Part of goform_set_cmd_process endpoint handler code.

Figure 25. AD_hash_check_and_allowedlist function body.

Figure 26. Request sent to obtain the RD value.

Figure 27. AD value sent with a request to change WPS settings.

Figure 28. List of formIds not requiring prepare AD parameter.
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**ADB_MODE_SWITCH**

Before we move further, it's good to go back to the code presented in Figure 24 and note that, beside the fact that "ADB_MODE_SWITCH" form ID exists on a small list inside the 'AD_hash_check_and_allowedlist' function called by me "g_set_commands_v1".

It also exists on a type of "allowed list" in lines 30 - 48. To send requests to forms from that list, we don't need to be logged in. The only mitigation/requirement we need to pass is CSRF mitigation in a form of referrer check, which we already know how to bypass, even without XSS.

Armed with this knowledge, we'll look at the "ADB_MODE_SWITCH" handler (Figure 29).

Finally, we find a function where we can turn the ADB on line 22.

But it seems that we need to pass a proper password in lines 11 and 15.

Following the password parameter further, we land inside the auth_mac function of the libzteencrypt.so library (Figure 30).

Before we look at the my_string_to_hex function, remember the definition of `hex_password` buffer at line 8 and the fact that it can only contain around 1,024 characters (Figure 31).

The fully controlled data passed in the "password" parameter to "my_string_to_hex" is treated as ASCII hex (two input bytes are converted into one output byte) in line 18 and copied after that encoding into the "hex_password" buffer. There is no check against buffer overflow. It seems that we found a vulnerable function that is reachable without authentication and can be called via CSRF with a simple trick added to bypass referer mitigation. This is a perfect candidate for the pre-auth exploit we were looking for (Figure 32).

**EXPLOITATION**

**ANY BINARY EXPLOITATION MITIGATION?**

Now, it's time to check eventual exploitation mitigations we need to bypass to turn this stack-based buffer overflow into remote code execution (Figure 33).

There is no ASLR, relocations or stack canaries. Turning this stack BO into arbitrary code execution should be straightforward.
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DEBUGGING SETUP

Even if our mission seems to look quite easy, we still need to have a possibility to debug our target. There is a great GitHub repository where we can find statically compiled tools for the ARM platform, including gdb and gdbserver.

My first approach was to use GDB directly on the device. That worked, but in a very limited way. I had some problems with stability and I couldn’t use GEF to simplify any tasks – that’s why I ended up with gdbserver running on the ZTE device attached to the zte_topsw_goahead process (Figure 34).

Because I was using Windows as my host machine, I decided to use WSL and install gdb-multiarch + gef. Then, I could set a breakpoint at the end of the “auth_mac” function to observe the stack BO and obtain necessary information (Figure 35).

RET2CODE

Since “zte_topsw_goahead” doesn’t support ASLR and we can fully control data used to overflow the buffer (we can even pass 00, which will be converted into a null byte), I decided the easiest way to exploit this is to call the “system” function with passed cmd to execute in payload. So our plan to potentially exploit this is to:

- If, necessary use small ROP.
- Find a location where $r0 will be set to $SP+/-X.
- Depending on the $SP+/-X value, put the “hex encoded” cmd for system() in the payload at the proper offset.
- Find a location in the zte_topsw_goahead code where the “system” function is used.

I managed to manually find a perfect place in the code meeting all of these requirements (Figure 36).
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Figure 34. Attach gdbserver to zte_topsw_goahead binary.

Figure 35. Putty (UART <-> ZTE connection) and WSL with gdb-multiarch and GEF.

Figure 36. Location used to execute arbitrary cmd in our exploit.
Now we can redirect code to set up $r0 with $SP and call the system function with our cmd string. We just need to put our cmd at the proper offset.

Our final layout of the **“password”** buffer is shown in Figure 37.

![Figure 37. “password” buffer layout.](image)

---

**FINAL SHAPE OF THE EXPLOIT**

Now, when we have all necessary information to put together the final exploit. For a video walkthrough of how this works, click [here](#) or visit cs.co/ZTEvideo.

We will:

- Create a HTML file with a name: `127.0.0.1.html` to bypass CSRF protection.
- Use meta “referrer” with “content” set to “unsafe-url” to force the browser to send the full URL in the “referer” header.
- Create an HTML form where the value of the “password” field will be set to our payload.
- Return address and cmd, which will be treated as an ASCII hex, so we need to properly encode them in the payload (Figure 38).
  - For demo purposes, users will need to click a button to trigger the exploit. Normally, after visiting this malicious website, a form would be auto-submitted.

![Figure 38. cmd used to obtain the reverse shell on the device.](image)

**SUMMARY**

At the beginning of this research, I wasn’t sure if achieving pre-auth remote code execution on MF971R device would be possible, due the fact of previously conducted research related with the ZTE MF series and additional mitigations introduced in the most recent version. Nevertheless, it turned out that precise and deep analysis allowed us to obtain the necessary pieces to execute remote arbitrary commands on the device with the highest privileges and minimal user interaction.

In a real-world scenario, attackers could use these vulnerabilities to infect random ZTE MF routers and create a botnet or precisely attack a particular person knowing they use such a model. Having a root access to that crucial device as a network router an attacker could monitor/modify the victim’s network traffic but also conduct attacks on devices available only in the internal network. Talos will continue to discover and responsibly disclose vulnerabilities on a regular basis and provide additional deep-dive analysis when necessary. Check out our original disclosure [here](#) to find out how you can keep your system protected from this vulnerability.